Alesis dm10 wiring diagram

MIDI F TRIG F SYS F Welcome to the Alesis DM10 drum module! The DM10 includes lots of
high-fidelity drum, percussion, and accompaniment sounds giving you the sonic realism of
acoustic drums but with the convenience and flexibility of electronic drums. This manual details
all the DM10 module's features. If you want to learn fast so you can dive right into playing, refer
to the included Quickstart Guide. Of course, we also recommend reading through this manual
so you can take full advantage of all the amazing functions of the DM Dual-zone pads or
cymbals e. For mono sound, you can connect only one output. Refer to your electronic drum
kit's assembly manual for more information on connecting it to the DM10 module. If this occurs,
simply turn the module off and wait at least a few seconds before turning it on again. Please
read the following instructions to set up your DM10 module for its first use! Since the initial
release of this module, we may have released new firmware or sound ROM files. The first time
you connect a hi-hat pedal to the DM10 module, we recommend calibrating it so the module can
"read" the pedal's movement optimally. However, anytime you connect a different hi-hat from
the previously connected one, you should calibrate it. Connect the hi-hat pedal to the module
but do not press it down. You will see a page with items including "Sensitvty" and "Function.
Out of the box, the DM10 module is write-protected, so you will be unable to save any changes
you make to the Kits, Instruments, Sequences, etc. This section of the manual outlines the basic
features and concepts of the DM Each section below refers to another part of this manual that
will explain the features in greater depth. We designed the DM10's user interface to be as simple
and as easy to use as possible. You can also adjust other settings such as effects,
velocity-related parameters, MIDI settings, and more. You can navigate the menus and adjust
settings and parameters shown on the module's LCD with the following controls:. This allows
for quick adjustment of settings and parameters â€” the faster you turn the wheel, the faster it
will scroll through the options. A Kit is a set of sounds that you can select in the module that
will be triggered by your drums when you play them. The Preset Kits come preprogrammed so
you can start playing with premium sounds right away. The empty User Kits are for you to
create your own by assigning individual sounds to each trigger in the Kit. Furthermore, you can
save over the Preset Kits in user memory, allowing for even more creative space. The defaults
can be easily restored by reinitializing the module. If you change the Sequence, this will change
your current Kit to the one that is associated with that Sequence. However, if you then play the
current Sequence, the chords or "hit groups" may sound unusual. Whenever you strike a trigger
on your electronic drum set e. A Voice is the sound assigned to that trigger. Each Voice
consists of two Layers, and each Layer has its own Instrument a drum sound such as a tom,
snare, hi-hat, etc. We created the dual-layer feature in the DM10 so you can play with more
powerful composite and layered sounds and timbres using. You can make subtle or dramatic
changes to the sound of your Kits by changing the Instruments in each Layer. Furthermore, you
can adjust certain parameters of the drum Voices e. You may have noticed that there are several
ways to adjust the volume of your performance when using the DM You can:. Please note the
module's trigger sensitivity, threshold, velocity curve settings can also affect the dynamics of
your performance. See the EXT. The DM10's built-in sequencer lets you record, overdub, edit,
play back, and loop Sequences drum patterns. You can adjust settings like the tempo, time
signature, and quantization for a Sequence. To access the sequencer, press the module's SEQ
button and navigate the menus or adjust the settings accordingly. The DM10 module can store
the information you enter for use in future sessions. This includes Kits you edit or record,
Sequences you edit or record, Instrument or Kit parameters, and more. Furthermore, while there
are several slots for User Kits and Sequences, you can also save over the Presets the first Kits
or the first 75 Sequences. If you are storing a Kit or Instrument, you will be asked to specify
which. The Utility Menu lets you control global settings such as the output routing and trigger
sensitivity as well as metronome, MIDI, and tempo settings. You can also transmit SysEx data in
this menu as well as re-initialize the DM10 i. This connection allows the module to send MIDI
messages via. USB to an external drum software module. You can also transmit SysEx files
over this connection. Please note that dual-zone pads or cymbals e. Each fader controls a drum
sound in each bank. An LED indicates the current bank. When neither LED is lit, these faders
are disabled. See the Reference Manual for more information. Customizing these parameters
changes the feel and responsiveness of the Kit. When Note Chase is on, striking a trigger
automatically selects it for editing. While editing, pressing it toggles between the two Layers of
the trigger. The adjustable parameters will be shown in the LCD. This can be useful when
programming the DM10 if it is not connected to your drum kit, if it is not convenient to strike the
pads, etc. When saving a Kit, its Instruments and all its parameters will also be stored. When
saving a Sequence, it will remember its corresponding Kit and Accompaniment. SEQ â€” Press
this button to access the module's Sequencer where you can create and edit drum and
accompaniment patterns. While navigating the Sequence in these ways, you will hear the

Sequence play as you move through it. When a trigger connected to that input is struck, that
Voice will sound. Each Voice consists of two Layers, each with its own Instrument. Both Layers
sound together, helping to create powerful composite and layered sounds and timbres for a
more dynamic performance. You can change the sound of your performance by selecting
different Kits or by editing the Kits by changing the Instruments that make up each Voice. You
can also edit various parameters of each Instrument themselves e. The Kit number, name, and
graphic will change as you move through the different Kits. Hit the triggers to try out the sounds
of the Kit. The top of the screen will show the number and name of the Kit whose Instruments
drum voices you will be editing. The new screen will show:. It will toggle between Layer A and
B. Note: The available Instruments for the hi-hat and ride cymbal Categories are pre-defined
sets of sounds designed to work together e. You can assign any Category or Instrument you
like for the hi-hat and ride cymbal triggers, but because other Instruments are designed to work
differently, the results will vary. The Accompaniment track includes the bass line and other
synthesizer sounds that you hear when the module is playing a Sequence. Just as each drum
Instrument of a Kit belongs to a Category e. Also, just like drum Voices, the Accompaniment
has two Layers of Instruments. Layer A is usually the bass line. Layer B is often something
different â€” another melodic line, chords, or "hits. While editing your Kits by changing the
Instruments in a drum Voice or the Accompaniment, you can also edit various parameters that
affect each Layer and, therefore, the Instrument on that Layer. You can do this for the drum.
Voices or the Accompaniment, though some parameters below may only be editable for one of
these. The top of the screen will show the number and name of the Kit whose Instruments drum
Voices or Accompaniment you will be editing. This step is not necessary when editing
Accompaniment. Note: You can also change the current Voice in this fashion in any of the
subsequent menus. Attack: The volume level of the initial attack of the note This parameter is
only available when editing Accompaniment. Decay: How long the sound can be heard before
decaying to silence or "OFF". Note: Setting this parameter to "OFF" disables the Decay
parameter and the sound will be heard for its entire duration with no "shaping. Effects: The
Voice volume level sent to the DM10's effects processor Filter: The cutoff frequency for the type
of filter see below With a positive value, higher-velocity notes will have a longer decay time.
With a negative value, higher-velocity notes will have a shorter decay time. The higher the
setting, the greater the dynamic range you'll have while playing. At "00," there will be no
dynamic variation at all. With a positive value, stronger hits will increase the pitch. With a
negative value, stronger hits will decrease the pitch. Output: The output through which the
Voice or Accompaniment will be sent. The DM10 has voice polyphony, meaning up to 64 voices
can sound at the same time. After exceeding that limit, Voices or Accompaniment with lower
polyphony priority may be silenced so the ones with higher priority can sound. When two or
more triggers are assigned to a MuteGroup, a Voice that is currently sounding will be silenced
when another Voice from that MuteGroup begins. There are nine available MuteGroups. Note:
The MuteGroup function is especially useful for setting up multiple sounds shared by the same
instruments, like "open" vs. Example: If your "Kick1" kick drum and "SnrHd" snare drum head
are assigned to the same MuteGroup, the decay of your snare drum will be cut off when you hit
the kick drum and vice versa. When set to "POLY" the default , successive strikes of the same
trigger will be allowed to sound simultaneously as polyphony see " Priority " above. When set
to "MONO,". This page allows you to edit various MIDI-related settings for each trigger. To edit
them,. The top of the new screen will show the trigger Voice you are editing. Gate Time: The
duration of the note sent from the trigger when struck. You can select the additional three notes
here. The number is the MIDI Note number; the corresponding musical note is shown next to it
in parentheses. You can select the three additional notes here. Welcome to ManualMachine. We
have emailed you a verification link to to complete your registration. Log in Sign up. Forgot
password? Enter your email and check your inbox. Please also check your spam folder. Email
sent! Check your email for further instructions. Enter a new password. My files 0 My downloads
0 History Account settings Sign out. Happy drumming! To calibrate the hi-hat pedal: 1. Press
CAL F4. To turn write protection off: 1. Press SYS F4. Press MEM F4. The new screen will show:
a. Useful information about Accompaniment: The Accompaniment track includes the bass line
and other synthesizer sounds that you hear when the module is playing a Sequence. Note: The
DM10 will retain any changes you make to the Instruments or parameters as you move between
the various Kits. You can do this for the drum Voices or the Accompaniment, though some
parameters below may only be editable for one of these. MONO is a useful setting for synth
drums or for emulating older drum machines. When set to "MONO," successive strikes of the
same trigger will silence previous ones. To edit them, 1. Register and get 5 for free. Upload
manuals that we do not have and get 1 for each file. Get 1 for every download of your manual.
When you are in the Kit whose Accompaniment you want. If you are editing. The DM10 default

settings allow the user to play immediately upon connection, but, like any new kit, sometimes a
few small adjustments are needed in order for the DM10 to be up, running, and ready to rock
with your style of playing. While there are lots of fine-tuning options available that you may
become familiar with over time, this guide and video walks through the main settings to adjust
in order to get playing as quickly as possible! Be sure to choose the correct kit in order for the
presets and playability to be set properly right out of the box. Note: If you have an older DM10
module, you may need to update your firmware. Once your kit is set to the correct Global
Trigger Settings, if something still feels a little 'off' or 'not quite right', typically the most likely
reason is that you want the triggers to be more sensitive to your strikes. The easiest and fastest
way to adjust that is by following these steps:. Once you adjust the Global Sensitivity Setting,
most likely you will be good to go. However, if your style of playing is one where you strike the
pads very, very quickly, or if you feel like some of the triggers are not picking up all of your hits
during the roughs or flams, the individual trigger settings can be adjusted very easily in order to
make sure no hits get dropped. For increased accuracy, the DM10 offers the ability to adjust the
individual trigger settings to make sure that each and every strike and dynamic you want to
hear can be expressed exactly as you play it. By increasing the Sensitivity setting for a specific
trigger, that trigger will respond to lighter hits more forcefully. The Threshold setting is similar
to Sensitivity in that if it is set to a low value, a very light hit will trigger a sound. However, the
difference is this: If the Threshold setting is increased, there will be absolutely no sound until
the pad is hit with a certain amount of force. This allows for accidental unintentional hits to
automatically be eliminated in real-time. The ReTrigger setting focuses on how quickly one
strike comes after another, rather than how much force a pad is being hit with. By adjusting the
ReTrigger setting higher, any accidental secondary hits that come immediately after the first
intentional hit, will be eliminated. The lower the setting, the more likely the second hit will be
heard. Every time you strike a pad, the entire kit vibrates. Vibrations travel through the rack and
can sometimes trigger other pads. This tendency is called 'cross-talk', and due to the physical
nature of drums, it is unavoidable even on an acoustic kit. The DM10 module comes prepared
with a Crosstalk or Xtalk setting. This setting, however, uses an algorithm to separate
intentional hits from unintentional crosstalk triggers; the result, when tweaked correctly, is that
you only hear the sounds you want to hear. To learn more about the DM10's Crosstalk settings
and how to adjust them, follow the steps suggested below. Once you have adjusted all the
settings above to where they are perfect for your style of play, you are going to want to Save
these settings so that when you power off and power back on the DM10 module, you don't need
to do it all again. However, there is a Write Protection setting that is defaulted on when you first
purchase the kit which ensures that any changed settings cannot be stored. You need to turn
off the Write Protection before saving your adjustments. At this point, you have adjusted your
Global settings as well as your individual Trigger settings and your kit should be responding
exactly as you would like it to. However, if it is not, or if you have changed so many settings that
you can't remember what you did - or if you just want to start from scratch - you can always set
the module back to the Factory Default Settings. By doing this, all the global and individual
trigger settings will be returned to the state they came in when the product was shipped.
Whether you are a customer or dealer, if you already own a Alesis product, or if you just have
pre-sales questions, the Alesis technical support team is available to help! Visit the link below
to connect with any of the following support options: online community support, phone
support, email support. All other products or company names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respected owners. Privacy Policy Terms of Use. Recording Monitors
Headphones View Accessories. Company Info Careers. Customer Help Knowledge Base.
Account Create Account Sign In. Alesis DM10 - Setup Guide. Now press F4 SYS. Initialize all
trigger settings? Finally, power cycle the DM10 module and try your kit again. If you would like
to adjust the main head area of the snare drum, choose SnrHd. If you want to adjust the snare
drum rim area, choose SnrRim , etc. At this point you will notice two or three " Xtalk " settings
depending upon which trigger you currently have selected. Xtalk Rcv - describes the trigger's
tendency to be triggered when an adjacent pad is struck. Xtalk Snd - describes the trigger's
tendency to cause adjacent pads to trigger when struck. ZoneXtalk - affects how likely a
dual-zone trigger is to cause crosstalk upon itself ie - the Ride bell and Ride bow. Each setting
can be adjusted from 0 - 7. Here is where it might get a little tricky. Since the setting is really
'Crosstalk Compensation', the higher the value, the less likely the pad is to send or receive any
crosstalk. Try to find the right balance usually somewhere in the middle with any problem pads,
as well as their surrounding pads that are sending crosstalk. It may be tempting to simply turn
these settings all the way up; however, remember that the module is already using a smart
algorithm to try to compensate for normal crosstalk. If you turn it all the way up, you may find
that it mistakenly mutes some of your strikes, writing them off as cross-talk. Once you have

adjusted the Crosstalk settings, don't forget to save your settings by following the steps below.
Write Protection Once you have adjusted all the settings above to where they are perfect for
your style of play, you are going to want to Save these settings so that when you power off and
power back on the DM10 module, you don't need to do it all again. Press F4 SYS. The screen
will show the message, " Store Settings? Choose F1 YES. This will store any settings you have
changed during this session with the module. Your module has now been restored to the
Factory Default settings it originally shipped with. Further Technical Support Whether you are a
customer or dealer, if you already own a Alesis product, or if you just have pre-sales questions,
the Alesis technical support team is available to help! If you've ever had to assemble an
electronic drum kit, you'll know that it's not always as easy as it looks. Even accidentally
swapping a single cable can lead to some odd trigger behavior. This article will walk through
how to easily troubleshoot and resolve some of the most common trigger issues with the DM10
drum module. Scenario: You open the DM10 kit for the first time and you are following the
assembly guide on setting up your kit. Here are some troubleshooting steps in resolving this
problem:. Turn off the module and look carefully at the tip of your cable snake. Each cable has a
color-coded label to help you connect it to the correct pad. This is the most common mistake. In
order to use the choke function of the Drum kit, you'll need to be using the dual or triple zone
pads, connected to the module via TRS cables. Perc 2- 4 are dual zone ports that will support
additional dual drum pads or single zone cymbal. If you're having trouble triggering the choke
on your crash or ride, ensure that they are connected to the correct ports using the provided
TRS cables TS will not work. The choke-able cymbals will have a rubber trigger area that
extends around the edge and underneath the cymbal, creating a grip. The choke function will
only work when grabbing this portion of the cymbal. The image below shows the bottom side of
a DM10 Choke-able Ride cymbal. Note the rubber grip that extends along the cymbals bottom
edge. The DM10 default settings allow the user to play immediately upon connection, but, like
any new kit, sometimes a few small adjustments are needed in order for the DM10 to be up,
running, and ready to rock with your style of playing. While there are lots of fine-tuning options
available that you may become familiar with over time, this guide and video walks through the
main settings to adjust in order to get playing as quickly as possible! Whether you are a
customer or dealer, if you already own an Alesis product, or if you just have pre-sales
questions, the Alesis technical support team is available to help! Visit the link below to connect
with any of the following support options: online community support, phone support, email
support. All other products or company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respected owners. Privacy Policy Terms of Use. Recording Monitors Headphones View
Accessories. Company Info Careers. Customer Help Knowledge Base. Account Create Account
Sign In. Here are some troubleshooting steps in resolving this problem: Turn off the module, go
to the back of the module and disconnect all of the cables on the top row. Turn on the module, if
you are getting still getting the same message, repeat step 1 but with the cables on the bottom
row. Finally, turn the module back on, and the module should calibrate properly. Enjoy playing
your drum kit! Press CAL F4. With the hi-hat pedal completely raised "open" , press OPEN F1
and wait for a message saying the process is complete. With the hi-hat pedal completely
pressed "closed" , press CLOS F2 and wait for a message saying the process is complete. Pro
Tip: Increasing the "Closed" value makes it easier to close the hi-hat or "choke" it. Pad s
triggering intermittently The DM10 default settings allow the user to play immediately upon
connection, but, like any new kit, sometimes a few small adjustments are needed in order for
the DM10 to be up, running, and ready to rock with your style of playing. The DM10 is the drum
module you've been waiting for. Not only does it deliver lightning-fast, uber-accurate tracking,
the widest dynamic range of any module, incredibly drummer-friendly operation, a massive
input section, but it also has the most realistic, natural sound set available in any drum module.
But that wasn't enough for us. Of course the DM10 has a built-in sequencer, metronome,
top-panel mixer, and a variety of outputs, but the DM10 is also the first drum module to enable
you to update its sound set via standard USB connection with your Mac or PC. The module
contains true drum, cymbal and percussion sounds built from uncompressed samples of
classic studio drums and prized cymbals. You'll find some of the most in-demand acoustic
drum sounds from legendary drum brands, a huge arsenal of top producers' go-to snare drums,
real American, Canadian, Chinese, and Turkish cymbals, and a choice selection of classic drum
machine and electronic percussion sounds that have fueled the biggest hit records. Discerning
ears will notice that each sound is actually a series of different samples; multiple dynamic-level
samples and articulations are all built in so as you play harder and softer, the drum or cymbal
changes its timbre, not just its volume. You can play with or without reverb for different room
sounds and enjoy a wide variety of rimshots, rim clicks and different stick-placement sounds on
the cymbals. The DM10 module not only has a breathtaking collection of sounds onboard, it is

also the world's first drum-sound module that enables you to load new sound sets via USB
connection from your computer. This means that your sounds will always stay fresh, current
and cutting edge. The DM10 module has 12 trigger inputs, perfect for creating custom
configurations. You can use it with virtually all drum and cymbal pads and acoustic drum
triggers thanks to easy-to-configure trigger settings. The DM10 also has full MIDI
implementation so if 12 trigger inputs aren't enough to accommodate your giant setup, just add
the Trigger iO sold separately and keep adding on with 10 more inputs! The DM10 also has a
stereo Auxiliary input for connecting line-level devices like a CD player or iPod so you can play
along. This enables you to send the metronome or a loop to the monitor mix and not to the
audience mix. There's also a high-powered headphone output with its own volume knob. For
managing everything easily, there's also a top-panel mixer. The DM10 is the drum module
drummers of the world have been waiting for. Its built-in sounds, performance capabilities, and
flexibility give you the power you need, and the ability to update its sound set via USB places
the DM10 in a class of its own. All other products or company names are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respected owners. Privacy Policy Terms of Use. Recording
Monitors Headphones View Accessories. Company Info Careers. Customer Help Knowledge
Base. Account Create Account Sign In. Real sounds and unlimited expansion. Toontrack is a
registered trademark of Toontrack. Reason is a trademark of Propellerhead Software AB. DM10
drum module Power supply Quick start guide. Docs and Downloads. Quick Links. See also:
User Manual , Quick Manual. High-definition drum module with dynamic articulation 25 pages.
Page 5: Introduction This manual details all the DM10 module's features. If you want to learn
fast so you can dive right into playing, refer to the included Quickstart Guide. Page 6: Getting
Started Since the initial release of this module, we may have released new firmware or sound
ROM files. If you change the Sequence, this will change your current Kit to the one that is
associated with that Sequence. This includes Kits you edit or record, Sequences you edit or
record, Instrument or Kit parameters, and more. Furthermore, while there are several slots for
User Kits and Sequences, you can also save over the Presets the first Kits or the first 75
Sequences. This can be useful when programming the DM10 if it is not connected to your drum
kit, if it is not convenient to strike the pads, etc. The screen will show: the number of the Kit
whose Accompaniment you will be editing the Layer the Accompaniment consists of two layers,
each with its own Instrument the Category the type or "class" Effects: The Voice volume level
sent to the DM10's effects processor The DM10 has voice polyphony, meaning up to 64 voices
can sound at the same time. After exceeding that limit, Voices or Accompaniment with lower
polyphony priority may be silenced so the ones with higher priority can sound. The top of the
screen will show the number and name of the Kit whose Instruments drum voices you will be
editing. To disable effects on the Kit, select "OFF. The DM10's flangers have the same editable
parameters. Mono Flanger: Traditional flanging effect. Page 18 DELAYS: A delay effect is a kind
of echo, which varies depending on the size of the room it emulates and the rate, volume, and
decay of the echo. The DM10's delay effects have some common parameters with some notable
differences. Page 19 XOver Delay: This delay has a stereo effect. The echo pans around the
stereo field. This can be set differently for the left and right channels to create an even wider,
more varied sound. You will need to set this properly when using the DM10 module to play
sounds on another module. Ext Prog : The Program Change number the module will send out
Press the REC tab F1. Your edits will be retained in the Sequence. However, the name of the
note shown here may not be the actual musical note you hear. To save your settings so you can
recall them in future sessions, you need to "store" You can also copy it to the same Kit, which
effectively stores that Instrument in that Kit. Page Ext. Trig Menu EXT. Trig Menu contains
several pages of parameters related to triggering striking pads, cymbals, etc. The settings in
these pages affect ALL Kits. Trig Menu contains some parameters that affect the triggers'
sensivity and function within the module. Page Triggering Parameters For instance, if you strike
the snare drum hard enough, it is possible for the cras
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h cymbal to sense the vibration of your hit especially if they are mounted on the same rack and
trigger as well. This unintentional triggering can be reduced or elimintated by adjusting the
DM10 module's crosstalk "Xtalk" settings. This is similar to the regular metronome but while the
regular metronome sounds every beat, the subdivision metronome sounds during smaller
intervals of each measure. Page Updating The Module Windows users: If you see a message
that says Windows was unable to install a driver, ignore it. Open the DM10 Updater application.
Mac users: The DM10 module will be automatically selected. Page Midi Setup MIDI controllers

â€” to trigger sounds from the DM10's own extensive sound library instead of or in addition to
the electronic drum kit. Here are a couple examples of how to do this. Page 48 HITS cont. Page
49 B Page 52 Print page 1 Print document 52 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

